ABC’S Diabetes Service Goals

Goals reviewed for last year and new goals for 20__ are:

1. To transition the diabetes self-management education and support (DSMES) documentation from paper to the new ABC organization wide EMR and continue to capture all elements of the DSMES cycle and track outcomes.

2. Hire, train and document annually competency of 2 new Paraprofessional team members to teach the following 3 of 9 topic areas (DM disease process, SMBG, Exercise). Assign each of the 2 Paraprofessional team members a supervising Professional team member.

3. Implement a new DSMES service CQI project around a processes or outcomes.

4. Establish a contract with the top 3 referring physician practices and create multi sites at these locations. Dated: May 31, 20__

Tip #1: Dated within one year of application